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The False Rule is Over: True Parents are Here

The False Rule is Over
True Parents are in charge of Heaven
and Earth. All Kings, Queens, Royals,
Govts, Judges, Police & Lawyers
MUST STANDOWN WORLDWIDE.
24 Sept. 2022 / CIG Weekly Updates

The birth of a new paradigm is happening right now. Very soon you will
see the effect that Space-X and Space Force would have on this Great
Awakening. In 2015 six military intelligence agencies started sting
operation to end the Satanic Cabal controlling humanity. They are leading
the process of information declassification. This is the reason all evils of
the elite are now coming out.

"Most of human history was filled with war, revolution, fighting, oppression,
domination, conflict and violence." (1) It is time to remove the vail of
ignorance and see who was behind this evil. As Mother Moon said, "There is no longer any need for ideologies
that oppress humanity. The world today is calling for peace, reconciliation, compassion, love service and
sacrifice." (2) Once the source of evil is exposed humanity will move in that direction. 

Satanic Elite Governed Humanity

A book from 1989 reveals the plan. Operation Lockstep - From the Rockefeller Playbook:

1st Phase: "Cold/Flue... Media creates mass paranoia and fear. Flawed testing, inflated Covid
numbers... Lockdown... bring draconian measures."
2nd Phase: "Compromise the immune system with masks, lack of contact with sunlight... Exposure to
5G radiation. Effects will be blamed on Covid."
3rd Phase: "If people resist the Vaccine, a weaponized SARS/HIV/MERS virus will be released. A lot of
people will die from that. The Vaccinated will be at war with the nonvaccinated. It will be anarchy from all
sides." 

The very same people, with such evil thinking and planning were manufacturing wars, famine, sicknesses,
depressions, taxation and more. I include important historic facts down in this report. But what's important to
understand is that the elite of this world is governed by Satan. As Father Moon explained, this evil is not in the
human nature.

''Human beings are inherently heartistic beings, so they are not meant to be controlled by others. That's
because no matter what they do, they always do it from the heart.'' Sun Myung Moon

As Fulford reported, ''we are getting more and more public acknowledgments that what is really going on is a
battle against "fallen angels". Our own esoteric sources have told us that we are witnessing the end of a war
that has raged for many thousands of years against satanic forces making their final stand on this planet. That's
why the land is under quarantine.''

"The KM puppeteers do their best to communicate with the fallen angels - the satanic entities," agrees a
Mossad source. "CERN now admits they are communicating with 'SUBJECTS' on the other side,"
confirms author Anthony Patch. [Video] 

Key Marker for their Removal 

Since everything was done under the name of the Crown Corporation, the Good Alliance gave us one key
marker of when this Satanic system will collapse. That' was the announcement of the Queen's death. 

On Mon. 19 Sept. Global Elites attending the funeral of Queen Elizabeth were briefed by the Alliance on the
upcoming collapse of their governments and banking systems, which would lead to liberation. As my previous
two reports clarified, Queen's death signifies the death of the Wester political Military leadership, and it

happened just after THE KNIGHTS WERE TAKEN. Below in this report I will clarify some of the role of the Knights of
Malta and the Jesuits in last 2 centuries. Facts that are very important for the Unificationists to know, and very
connected with Rev. Moon's work. See, The Role of Rev. Moon in Ending Communism

The head of MI6 now notes that the Queen's death comes just days after the murder of his private secretary and
just after the Alliance appointed Liz Truss as UK Prime Minister in place of World Economic Forum-appointed
Khazarian Mafia puppet Rishi Sunak. And now 30 hotels in London are filled with UN military. Obviously
something big is happening. 

All European Royal Families have Khazarian origin

The breaking news now is that King Charles was ordered to appear before a Special International Tribunal,
convening on Nov. 1, 2022, to investigate his knowledge of and complicity in Crimes against Humanity
committed by his parents, Elizabeth and Philip. Crimes that I described in my previous report. Queen's Crimes

The rumor is: There was NEVER a divorce. Now the lizard is gone. When Charly is arrested. His rightful
wife becomes the rightful Queen of England.

After the death of Queen Elizabeth II, King Charles immediately went on a meeting with someone called “Her
Majesty”! There are rumors that Princess Diana is back. White Hats continuously have repeated that she was
saved and placed in a witness protection, just as JFK Jn. and many others. 
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According to the White Hat Intel: "COVID-19 Is A Live Military Exercise, Pedophiles are the Virus and The US
Military is the Vaccine. Being diagnosed with and dying with COVID-19 is a Military Marker for Adrenochrome
Usage, the Satanic drug of the Elites. The Queen was recently diagnosed with COVID-19." Connect the dots! 

It is not strange that many actors were spotted at the Queen's funeral, playing the roles of relatives or
friends of the Queen. And the public appearances of "King Charles III" without any royal regalia.

David Icke's speech from a protest in London on 17 September 2022, davidicke.com, 

Massive flood of Declass: The Black Nobility were all Satanic

Eight million children going missing each year. Where do they go? Think Satanic
Rituals, think adrenalized blood.

Many would have difficulty to understand why was she charged for crimes against humanity and executed. The
Queen was Muster of Ceremonies in their Satanic Rituals. Died 2 years ago. Kept in ice. The Queen that MI6
says that was now killed with energy weapon was just a double. The Royals came under the Cabal since
Rothschilds got England under their complete financial control. 

The ROYAL FAMILY are friends with a lot of PEDOPHILES. The most notorious are Jeffrey Epstein and
Jimmy Savile. Prince Andrew and Prince Charles visited Jeffrey Epstein’s Island and used his services
for a long time. Jimmy Savile got away with abusing 500 children and having intercourse with DEAD
BODIES. No wonder the Royals still his best friends. 

Queen's death is liberation day from the Crown Corporation. So, are the members of the parliament actually
acknowledging King Charles, who was beheaded in 1649? King Charles was executed after which England
briefly became a Republic. 

Watch on

King Charles

Behind the scenes of Queen Elizabeth's funeral events: "The US Space Force Military Intelligence Agency and
the Alliance have seized military power from the Deep State (all Satellites, Communication Grids, Banking
Servers, Data and financial transactions)." 

Money to the Banks Stopped / Blackrock to be Bankrupt 

We are witnessing the War and Transition from New World Order (Great Reset) to New
Global Alliance (GESARA NESARA), the White Hats say.

Tues. 13 Sept. was the last time the Federal Reserve delivered fiat US Dollars to the Banks. On Wed. 14 Sept.
midnight all Banks reorganized to the new gold/asset-backed system. The merge to the New Quantum System
will end in October. Some White Hats expect that during the transition Banks may end without money or access
to digital transactions can be blocked for a period. That could cause big riots. But the Global Repository is trying
to prevent that, saying, they are duplicating the Banking System. 

"Last weekend the Australian Bank declared bankruptcy and was closing, while the New Zealand Bank
closed for seven days." Charlie Ward

Kimberly Goguen's reports: While the left alive Black Sun generals together with the Blackrock and the Federal
Reserve are trying to create an Apocalypse and transit to a Digital Currency, to escape their problems, Global
Repository Enforcement is chasing after their operatives to prevent their evil doings and eliminates their
dangerous equipment. A week ago, 12 of these Generals were still alive. Now they are only 9. It became obvious
that those who follow their orders disappear. In fear for his life even Xi Jinping had to hide, that led to the rumor
that he is arrested. 

In the next 2 weeks Blackrock and Vanguard will either have to agree to be bought out by the Global Repository
or they will be bankrupt, and they will buy them for pennies. Either way they will come under the control of the
Global Repository. 

The world was ruled by four corporations: Black Rock, State Street Corp., Vanguard and FMR, owned by several
families including the Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Onassis, Kennedys, McDonalds, Disney, Bundy, Bush and
Collins. These companies have made a fortune in human trafficking, weapons, drugs, prostitution, global
terrorism and operations under a false flag. They sit on the boards of governors of the International Monetary
Fund, all Central Banks, The World Bank and the Federal Reserve System. They also own oil, food,
pharmaceutical, chemical and technology giants. 

History of Fiat Control

The Federal Reserve and IRS were private corporations based in Puerto Rico. The
banking system as we know it has completely destroyed lives. Once Fed was
established so many bad people got very rich, using that for power and control. 

In the late 1700s a group in Eastern Europe (Illuminati Families, Rothschilds), known as the Cabal, began
taking control of the Global Monetary System using fiat or paper currency. 

In reality the US privately-owned Federal Reserve (by Rothschilds, Rockefellers) started around 450 years ago
with creation of a Vatican Trust Account attached to the generational wealth of several nations. 

The Cabal-owned Bank of International Settlements in Basel Switzerland controlled through the Crown City of
London and Vatican Bank, all Central Banks of what was known as the G7 nations. 
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Russia wants the Termination of the Federal Reserve

Russia's official news agency TASS also announced that Russia and China are joining the UK in rejecting the
fake Covid pandemic. 200-meter building of China Telecom was on fire today in the city of Changsha. (V1) This
way the Chinese have signaled to the world that they know they are under 5G electromagnetic attack and are
responding by destroying the infrastructure involved. 

In UK one in 480 vaccinated people died within a month.
The lowest mortality rates are among those who are not vaccinated.
This Vaccine killed more American people in a year than the entire Vietnam war

The Russians want "the termination of the Federal Reserve Board and the current financial system, as well as
the formation of a new multipolar world order with equality for all countries." According to a statement by the
Chinese Foreign Ministry, "China is ready to work together with Russia to ... promote the development of the
international order in a more just and reasonable direction." And Putin announced: "Attempts to create a
unipolar world have recently taken an absolutely ugly form and are absolutely unacceptable for the vast number
of countries on the planet."

"Major bankers who did not comply with the UA Dollar transition to the Gold Standard have been arrested
with their assets seized. Reports that many top big CEOs and VPs are being arrested... No employees in
the Government buildings in DC." Situation Update 

Pope Francis. The fake pope flew last week to the Congress of Leaders of World and Traditional Religions in
Kazakhstan's capital Astana (ie, Satan) and requested meetings with Chinese President Xi Jinping and
Archbishop Kirill, head of the Russian Orthodox Church. His request was denied.

Sanctions for Profit on the Black Market

The Guardians: Kimberly explained how sanctions on countries are used by the Cabal to make huge profits on
the Black Market. Goods are obtained on very low price and sold on very high price. There are countries
sanctioned so long ago that we already forgot they are sanctioned. It's all from greet and for profit, she said, "and
let us not forget these are Black Sun fractions in both countries." 

This all has to end, she said, that's why they have removed their 'Aladin' system for backdoor trading. Their
Treasury Terminals are all disconnected, she said. Yet the Black Sun generals were still waiting for money, that
would never come. Those Generals have to go. 

In her words, the eclectic cars are just another scheme of the Cabal. And I previously reported how much more
wonderful technologies we have. See, HOOVER DAM RELATED TO TESLA'S LABORATORY

The Jesuit Order Behind Illuminati, Communism and The World Wars

The history and activities of these Satanic worshiping forces and the plan given to
them by Lucifer to subjugate humanity.  

President Lincoln would not participate in the Rothschilds banking system. — he received help from the
tsar of the Romanovs Nicholas ii. He promised President Lincoln his help if it was needed. He did that to
President Lincoln twice — the Rothschilds were furious and determined to exterminate the Romanovs.
— in the history books is written that it happened by the Bolsheviks. — it does not include that it was
commissioned by the Jesuit Vatican and the Rothschilds. —  better known as the Kazarian mafia. — 2
Romanovs escape. — that were Melanie's grandma and mother. — so Melanie also has thousands of
reasons to destroy the Kazarian mafia — revenge for her family the Romanovs.   

Great documentary about the Jesuit Order & American history. The first group the Jesuits used was called
Illuminati. To do their dirty work and manipulation the Jesuits created the Illuminati in 1776, just 3 years after they
were disbanded. The Jewish Rothschilds became the Bankers for the Jesuit Order. That was an important
alliance between the Jesuits and the high-level Masonic Jews. The man in control of the Free Masonry was the
Jesuit Superior General (the Balack Pope). 

If you study all the different organizations controlling the earth, like Knights of Malta, the Bilderbergers, the Club

of Rome, the Council on Foreign Relations... you find that they are just a buffer behind which the Jesuit Order

operates. (Video)

With the Illuminati and the Higher Order of Masonry the Jesuits fomented the destruction of the very Monarchs

who opposed them, beginning with the French Revolution and later with Napoleon Bonapart. 

Thus, they punished the European Monarchs, took back the Vatican Empire from the Pope, and teared away the
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Alexander III helped Lincoln 150 years ago as Russian fleet assisted in the Civil War. The Jesuits however had
few main objectives with that war. (1) Punish the Southern Protestant states. (2) Create hatred between the
states. (3) Prolong the war to bring the country in total debt and bring it under their Banking control. That's why
Lincoln remarked that he would not free the black man by enslaving the white man to the bankers. He issued a
new government currency, the greenback. This was a direct threat to the wealth and power of the central
bankers. He was assassinated. (1)

Following Lincoln’s assassination, the Greenbacks were pulled from circulation and the American people
forced to go back the bank notes borrowed at interest from the private bankers. In 1865, after killing Lincoln,
Pres. Johnson (known member of the Order of the Black Sun) signed a secret agreement by which America
became ruled and owned by the Crown Corporation.

Tsar Alexander II of Russia, who assisted Lincoln, was assassinated in 1881. Since Russia was committed to
defending against the global rule of the Crown Corporation, Rothschild gave the plan to Lenin to install the Black
Sun rule in Russia.  Video

The Rothschild KM pre-staged and engineered the Russian Revolution by using its central banks to pay
for the Bolshevik infiltration of Russia and their Revolution on behalf of the Khazarian Mafia (KM).

In 1913, the Rothschild KM was able to establish a beachhead by bribing crooked, treasonous members of
Congress to pass the illegal, Unconstitutional Federal Reserve Act on Christmas Eve without a required
quorum. The Act was then signed by a crooked, bought off President, who was a traitor to America, like the
members of Congress who voted for it. Read more

"Without the Federal Reserve there would not be WWI, WWII... and the War on Iraq."

The World Wars were planned by the Jesuits to punish the European countries for expelling the Jesuits. Every
country in Europe expelled them except for Belgium. Hitler was used in the same pattern as Napoleon. Once the
purpose was fulfilled, Germany was to be destroyed. At the same time the Communism and Israel were
established. Marxism was based on the Jesuit slave plantations model. Communism was a child of the Jesuits
but was made to look Jewish. Jesuits were the musters of Communism. 

"Communism, which has trampled upon humankind mercilessly while insisting on violent revolution and
class struggle, is uttering its last words." Hak Ja Han Moon

As previously was explained the Jesuit Black Sun Order and the fake-jew Banking Khazar Mafia were the two
hands of the invisible controllers directed by Lucifer (purified lineages to have nothing human in them). Their
commands were distributed through the Covens - Satanic Priests giving the orders to the 2 fractions in the front
system of control. (See Charts)

"Royals and Masonry got invaded more than 200 years ago by a Satanic Lucifer worshiping cult - Video:
''Many good rulers of the past were trying to prevent this Cabal from infiltrating their own ranks. Duke of
Bronzuik in the 1700s was warning all the pre-Masonic lodges that they have been infiltrated by a Dark
Sun Cult. In his words, they are well versed in Black Majic, Hypnotism and Electro-magnetism. We need
to disband all the Free masonry to quarantine the situation. That's how bad it is. Many other leaders were
also warning each other in their letters about this situation.'' Are we witnessing a global stand to expose

and remove these Satanic infiltrators?" THE END OF THE WESTERN MILITARY LEADERSHIP

Using Medicine to Kill

colonies of the Protestant England. They were doing several things at the same time... could take 10-50 lines at

the same time and coordinate them all together. 

When Napoleon was not needed, he betrayed his solders, frizzed to death in Russia. And Napoleon was kept

on island, with 2 million pension, just in case they need him again. In 1814 Pope restored the Jesuits, 41 years

after their suppression. By that time they were everywhere in their many disguises, dressed as painters,

publishers, writers and schoolmasters... They prefer a secret war. Infiltration, rather than invasion. They used

once more Napoleon, to lose the war on purpose. That gave them the chance to buy England for pennies. 

Whatever does not unite with them has to be annihilated. Two American presidents, critical for the birth of the

US, that opposed the Jesuits were made to die on the same day; John Adams and Tomas Jeferson. Six years

later James Monroe died on the same date, 4 of July. John Washington's sudden death was also very

suspicious. They used Anthrax for he was keeping America away from foreign influence and crashing the

Whiskey Rebellion organized by the Jesuits through the Democratic Clubs linked to French revolutionists. 

Few more presidents were also killed by the Jesuits; Harrison, because at his inauguration he denied the divine

power of Kings and stressed the equal rights of the people. Taylor was poisoned with cherries. Next was

Lincoln.

Lincoln's Attempt to Prevent the Banking Enslavement 

Why Medicine is designed not to heal but to create permanent patients? Around the same time David

Rockefeller seized US media, he also hijacked the US medicine. Vaccination are a time bomb: 1936 research

says, "We never found a case of Cancer in a non-vaccinated person." Doctors found that vaccines attack the
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Providential Years and Victories for God 

As you see all the evil in the world is manipulated by demonic Satanic

Worshiping Cult. The Victory Rev. Moon made was a spiritual and ideological

victory over these dark forces. See, The key role of Rev. Moon in the Downfall of Communism

Lucifer stepped down in 1999. God told him to dismantle his satanic network on earth before
asking forgiveness. His minions on earth stopped receiving guidance. Project Looking Glass
stopped working. 

By March 2007 the Black Nobility of the ruling Bloodlines were cut off by the Global
Repository. Meaning no access to the big money to finance their projects. Thus the financial
crises began.

In 2012 the Solomon contract to rule over the world expired. Federal Reserve was over and
gradually most of these elite bloodlines (Cain blood, with no empathy) are being removed from
the face of the earth.

In 2018 the contract of the Jesuits (The Order of the Black Sun) also expired. They threatened
to release a deadly virus if not given the control over the Back System by 2019. Thus, they
extended it for 3 years with the False Pandemic till 2021.

On 7 January, 2022 all registrations were canceled. No more FED, Governments, Royals. If
they continue to attack humanity, God will retaliate immediately. This is the Age of God's
Direct Dominion. Read more

As of 21, 2022 of May IRS - the private tax collecting agency accounts were removed by the
Global Repository. Their activity worldwide is illegal. Their back up servers soon to be removed
and it will be over

Sun Myung Moon under God's direction and guidance brought Lucifer to surrender, exposed the true nature of
his satanic ideologies (Humanism, Marxism, Free Sex etc.) and created the foundation for God's ideal world,
based on true families to be established. See, THE TRUE MEANING OF THE MESSIAH

You May Like:

Immune System 5 years, 10 or 40 years later. 

Study shows 97% of Chemotherapy does not work, yet doctors get huge incentives to push you on it. In fact, this

is the killer. Destroys a person within weeks. But now gets even scarier, Vaccines are now used to change your

gene. (Video)
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